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Abstract
Information extraction and other techniques for mining data from the Web get more im-
portant with the development of web technologies and raising amount of information stored
exclusively on the Web. However, with this information, the amount of content that is
completely irrelevant in context of the presented information grows as well. That’s only
one of the reasons why it is so important to intensively study and develop preprocessing of
information stored on the Web. Segmentation algorithms are one of the possible ways of
web page preprocessing. This thesis is dedicated to utilization of clustering techniques for
improving the efficiency of existing web page segmentation algorithms, as well as finding
completely new ones.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, the World Wide Web has seen such a great expansion, it has become
the most important source of information in the world. The number of algorithms designed
to process the data stored on the World Wide Web and give it some meaning grows in
proportion to the growth of the Web itself.

The largest group of the Web processing tasks falls into the area of data mining. This
includes the tasks like information retrieval, content extraction, classification and others.
In that context, it is important to realize that each web page is a combination of useful
information, navigation, related topics, comments, advertisement and many more disruptive
elements. Moreover, the useful information on the web can be disseminated, there can even
be more different pieces of information (or topics) on one web page.

To address these issues, new methods of preprocessing web pages have to be developed
to make the data processing algorithms themselves successful. These preprocessing methods
often come in some form of web page partitioning into separate areas. Each of these areas will
then carry a content somehow different from the content of other areas. The differentiation
parameters depend on the intended usage of the preprocessed data. In case of the data
mining tasks, the partitioning is often complemented by classification with the intended
result being identification of the blocks that are either relevant in the context of the web
page or that are important for the subsequent algorithm. In case of restructuring the
information for mobile devices, the subsequent goal is to rearrange the web page or even
remove some blocks that are not considered important.

Template detection methods are a good example of those that perform some form of
web page partitioning. While they are usually perceived only as remotely related to this
area, the definition of page partitioning fits what they do – they separate a page to useful
content and the noisy remainder around it. In contrast, web page segmentation methods
target specifically the task of web page partitioning. They output a set of different blocks,
each block internally consistent. The consistency is usually defined either semantically or
visually.

From the perspective of human intervention, there are supervised, semi-supervised and
unsupervised segmentation methods. This work will focus on the area of unsupervised web
page segmentation. Even though the area has been extensively researched, there are only a
few ways how is the partitioning task approached. There are two aspects of the web page
segmentation that are considered important – accuracy and speed. The existing segmen-
tation methods emphasize one, keeping the other within the range of what is considered
acceptable.

Algorithms in the group of vision-based segmentation try to perceive the page as user
viewing it would perceive it and perform the segmentation based on visual cues. These
methods therefore strongly prefer accuracy, with performance being only secondary. Their
performance disadvantage is implied by the fact that the visual cues need to be calculated
according to very complex specification.

This thesis proposes a new way how to segment web pages, using the aforementioned
visual cues and clustering techniques. The motivation is to come up with such an algorithm,
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that will be superior to all the existing algorithms in terms of speed-accuracy balance.
The proposed method is built from ground up. While it does not share almost anything
with current segmentation algorithms, some of its parts are inspired by template detection
algorithms which are remotely related to segmentation algorithms.

Another important difference of the algorithm proposed here and all the others that
can be found in the literature is its high level design. Compared to others, the algorithm
described here can be split into two parts, each one working on a different level and ad-
dressing a different use case. While the first part addresses segmentation of individual web
pages, the second part takes care of the use case where multiple pages are processed over
any period of time. Taking care of this particular use case significantly improves scaling of
the algorithm. Note that clustering techniques are utilized in both parts of the algorithm.

2 Web Page Preprocessing: State of the Art

First, it is important to define what should be understood by web page preprocessing.
There are many techniques how to preprocess the web page. Their goals and results strongly
depend on the main tasks that the preprocessing is preparing data for. The most common
task class is data mining operations, where the goals include simple cleanup of the noisy
and irrelevant information and detection of smaller and internally consistent areas where
the internal consistency can be defined either visually or logically.

This chapter will introduce some preprocessing algorithms that can be found in the liter-
ature. While page segmentation algorithms primarily compete with the algorithm proposed
in this thesis, template detection algorithms are here mostly because they introduce general
mindset and some concrete concepts that are utilized in the design described in the following
chapters.

2.1 Page Segmentation

The web page segmentation can be defined as a process of identification of coherent or
significant parts within the page. There are two basic groups of methods how to perform web
page segmentation – code-based and vision-based methods. In general, code-based methods
are much faster but quality of their results highly depends on heuristics they use and type
of page they inspect (some heuristics perform well only on some types of pages, e.g. news
articles). Because they don’t need the page to be rendered, they rely on inspecting either
the HTML code or (more often) the DOM tree which is what makes them fast and scalable.

Vision-based methods on the other hand have greater potential for accuracy1. This
potential comes from the fact that large portion of information from the web page, such
as computed CSS styles, is not evaluated by code-based methods. The approach of vision-
based methods is to render the page first and then utilize the calculated visual information.
That means these methods try to view the page as user would.

1The accuracy is usually defined as a consistency between the result and human perception of the page.
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2.1.1 Code-based Segmentation

As said before, code-based segmentation methods are further divided based on the type of
heuristics that are used. In this thesis, the distinction is based on representation of the web
page that is being inspected. Text-based methods[23, 11, 7, 18] inspect textual representation
of the web page, whereas DOM-based methods first transform the textual representation to
a DOM tree which is then inspected.

Text-based methods

Text based methods utilize features of the text content of the web page and build heuristics
on them. An example of such is a method called NCE, proposed by Laber et al. in [23].
NCE is an algorithm intended to identify and extract the relevant content (i.e. the article)
from news web pages. Finding the location of the article on the web page is based on
density of links in the text. The link density is practically a measure specifying how much
non-navigational text is contained in a given subtree. The core assumption for locating an
article is that in every page’s DOM tree, there is a node with very low portion of links in
contained content and very high F-score calculated using set of words in the corresponding
subtree, corpus of all words in the entire text and a set of relevant words, as defined by
human observer. The algorithm itself just performs depth-first-search traversal of the DOM
tree and tries to find a node N which fits the condition of high F-score.

DOM-based methods

Another group of code-based segmentation algorithms performs general inspection of the
DOM tree and segments the content using various heuristics[15, 32, 17]. Some related infor-
mation extraction [34] and document cleaning [35, 41] approaches share the same concept
too.

There are three main categories of features that can be used for heuristic:

• Markup-based features —perhaps the most extensive category. It’s possible to analyze
parents of the node, the node itself and its child nodes. Some special nodes like
<strong> and <em> are usually interesting, as they designate higher importance of
the contained text and child nodes. Another possibility is to investigate line breaking
elements (usually used for detection of content separator).

• Content-based features —these represent features gathered from analyzing characters,
words and sentences.

• Document-related features —features in this category include position in the document
or a content-based features related to the context of the entire document.

2.1.2 Vision-based Segmentation

Vision-based methods are all those that use visual features of elements in a web page to de-
termine the partitioning. In the literature, the dominating method is the first one described
here: VIPS. It is the pioneering method of this approach which has not been unambiguously
surpassed by any other algorithm. That’s also where this group of methods got its name.
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VIPS

A pioneering work in vision-based page segmentation was laid down by Cai et al. in [9]. It’s
worth noting that while the algorithm is the first one that uses visual information contained
in the web page, the originally described implementation is not entirely vision-based when
strictly following the description at the beginning of section 2.1, as it does not use the
rendered web page, it only uses the information stored within the DOM tree.

The algorithm is built on the concept of Degree of Coherence (or simply DoC ). It is a
metric represented by integer, defined for each block. As the name suggests, it is directly
proportionate to the internal visual consistency of that block. Intuitively, parent node
cannot have greater DoC than any of its children. A threshold value affecting granularity
of the result is related to DoC. It’s called Permitted Degree of Coherence or simply PDoC.

The VIPS algorithm processes the web page in several steps. The first step is an ex-
traction of visual blocks. It consists of a top-down tree traversal through the DOM tree
and inspection of visual cues. The traversal is iterative – in each iteration a new node rep-
resenting visual block is detected in the DOM tree. After this detection a decision is made
whether the block shall be recursively segmented further or not.

The second step is separator detection. Separator is defined as horizontal or vertical line
or rather rectangular area which does not intersect any of previously detected blocks. The
algorithm is initialized by a single separator covering the whole page. Then, a detection of
relations between existing blocks and separators is performed and appropriate actions are
taken based on the detected relations. Figures 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 outline what the relations
can be and what action is taken for each relation.

Figure 2.1: Divide the separator Figure 2.2: Shrink the separator

Figure 2.3: Delete the separator

The algorithm is finished by removing separators at the edges of document. Once VIPS
has all separators, it assigns the weights based on visual difference of adjacent blocks. Note
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that on each level of the block tree this algorithm produces either only vertical or only
horizontal separators, but the direction is changing in each level of the block tree.

The final step of VIPS is content structure construction. In this step the algorithm
iterates through a list of previously found separators and merge visual blocks adjacent to
them. It’s important to merge blocks adjacent to separators with the smallest weight first.
The merging continues until all blocks meet the granularity requirement DoC >= PDoC.

Besides the shortcoming of not fully rendering the web page, there are a few others:

• In some cases direct division of a visual block is impossible and utilization of virtual
blocks is required. This can have negative impact on further processing, because blocks
are not really present in the document.

• Resulting tree represents page segmentation but some information such as mutual
position of blocks is missing. That information might be useful for results refinement
or by some subsequent algorithms.

Even though VIPS is the oldest algorithm and has its shortcomings, it has not been
unequivocally superseded in both accuracy and processing time. There has been a lot of
work in the area that improved its accuracy [25, 24, 45, 39, 40] and adapted it to modern
standards in HTML[2, 1] but that work has been derived from the original approach and
still uses the original VIPS as a core. Some alternative algorithms that rival VIPS exist as
well, those will be covered in the following sections.

Web Content Clustering

One method entirely independent on VIPS was presented by Alcic et al. in [5]. While the
paper does not offer any particular design, it brings up and analyzes the idea of segmenting
the web page using clustering algorithms. The concept is based on the observation that
each web page is just a set of pieces of the content and that these pieces can be grouped
together in such a way that each group represents one topic. The underlying assumption is
that each such group can be created by clustering the right content pieces. The paper offers
validation of that assumption by presenting an overview of both parts necessary – clustering
algorithms and metrics.

The first part of the paper covers the metrics that can be used. A few very basic metrics
are explored individually:

• mutual position of nodes within the DOM tree of the web page (DOM-based distance)

• semantic distance of the content using WordNet-based generalization of concepts and
TF-IDF2

• mutual position of the nodes on the rendered web page (vision-based distance)

Three clustering algorithms are compared in the second part of the paper: partitioning
algorithms represented by k-means and k-medoids, hierarchical agglomerative clustering and
density-based clustering represented by DBSCAN. Of these three the DBSCAN was proved
to be the most convenient.

The most interesting conclusion of the paper was that using the vision-based distance
didn’t bring results that would be significantly better than the other two metrics, no matter
which clustering algorithm was used. Instead, the DBSCAN in combination with the DOM-
based distance showed the best average statistical results.

2Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency is distance metrics used in plain text data mining
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Other Vision-based Segmentation Methods

In the latest research, authors often avoid using the HTML-based heuristics by using alter-
native ways of block detections. Liu et al. [26] constructs a graph of spatial relationships
among the rendered elements that is later partitioned with a Gomory-Hu clustering algo-
rithm and Zeng et al. [43] compute a seam degree and content similarity of the individual
blocks in order to divide larger visual blocks to smaller parts. Finally, Xu et al. [42] applies
the Gestalt laws of grouping on the extracted visual blocks.

Other vision-based algorithms use entirely graphical representation of the input docu-
ment that allows to abstract from the HTML-related implementation details. Cormier et
al. [10] uses an edge detection algorithm for detecting the visual separators between the
content blocks. Similarly, Wei et al. [38] uses Hough transform for the same purpose and
Kong et. al [19] recognize atomic objects using image processing methods and perform their
grouping by using a spatial graph grammar. And in his work, Burget [8] proposes method
that is remotely similar to VIPS but addresses its flaws.

2.1.3 Hybrid Segmentation

The hybrid approaches combine the DOM-based and vision-based ones in order to obtain
higher segmentation accuracy or for specific applications. Sanoja et al. [31] and Manabe et
al. [28] both combine the content structure (DOM) with the visual information obtained
from a web browser in order to increase the accuracy in comparison to the VIPS algorithm.
Safi et al. [30] process the input document in two steps: first, a visual information analysis
is performed and in the second step, DOM tree filtering is performed based on the analysis
results with the aim of supporting visually impaired users. Finally, Fumarola et al. [12]
combine the DOM with a visual information model in order to extract visually presented
lists from the input documents. More generic content extraction use case is presented by
Song et al. [33]

2.2 Template detection

The goal of template detection methods such as [27, 22, 21, 13, 3] is to find and filter
redundant information (noise) on the web page[6]. Because they do not try to separate
individual segments on the page, they are generally faster than segmentation methods.
The only expception are those template detection algorithms that detect templates using
segments[4, 20] instead of DOM nodes. However, that group is not interesting for the
purpose of this work and therefore will not be considered further. This paper will inspect
the means these algorithms use to provide the result quickly. It will be later demonstrated
that some of the features of template detection algorithms can be used to improve the
performance of segmentation algorithms in certain use cases.

Besides operating on DOM trees rather than render trees, another key factor that makes
these methods fast is the fact that they process multiple pages at once. For this approach
to work, the pages that are processed at once have to be based on the same template. The
detection of whether or not are two pages based on the same template is the part that will
be utilized to boost the page segmentation. Only selected methods that support this use
case will be presented below – the methods working with tree edit distance.

In template detection, the tree edit distance is used for evaluation of structural differences
between DOM trees. In particular, algorithms working with the tree edit distance can tell
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how similar are two given trees (i.e. to determine if they belong to the same template) or
which parts do the two trees share (i.e. to identify the template itself).

The tree edit distance comparison uses three basic operations with nodes in the tree:
insert, replace and remove. Each operation type can have its cost defined but usually they
all have the same value. The problem of tree edit distance can be defined as finding a
mapping from tree A to tree B with minimal cost. The mapping has three important rules:
(1) only one operation can be performed on each node, (2) the order between siblings has
to be preserved and (3) the ancestor-successor relation between any two nodes has to be
preserved.

The generic tree edit distance problem on unordered trees is proved to be NP-complete
[44] and algorithms solving generic tree mapping weren’t much efficient. In the practi-
cal application, however, it is possible to define restricted formulation. By imposing some
restrictions (e.g. [36]), four new definitions of the problem are formulated and fast algo-
rithms utilizing them are proposed: alignment, distance between isolated trees, top-down and
bottom-up. The latter two are used in template detection and the last one specifically will
be briefly described further.

2.2.1 Traditional, bottom-up Tree Mapping

One of the best algorithms in the literature[37] is Valiente’s bottom-up approach [36] – it
has just a linear complexity. As its designation says, it is based on a tree traversal from
its bottom. The mapping M between trees T1 and T2 is bottom-up if for every couple
(t1, t2) ∈M , where t1 and t2 are nodes of T1 and T2 respectively, the following condition is
valid: ∀ci ∈ children(t1) : ∀cj ∈ children(t2) : (ci, cj) ∈ M . Less formally it is possible to
say that a node can be mapped only if all of its children are mapped as well.

2.2.2 Tree Paths Approach

While the similarity of two pages is described in the previous sections as a mapping distance
between the DOM trees, Gottron suggests[14] other distance measuring methods which
he proves to be significantly faster than traditional mapping approach. His work can be
considered somewhere between page segmentation and template detection, though it is closer
to the latter one. For segmenting a page he retrieves other pages through hyperlinks on
the first page. On these retrieved pages he performs template-detection and then uses the
template to segment the original page. On the beginning of the process every text node
is considered to be a page segment. For each such segment its frequency of appearing in
different pages is counted. If this frequency is high, that very likely means that it is a part
of the template. Basically the algorithm evaluates informational gain (Entropy) for each
block and it discards those with low gain.

Gottron describes three methods to calculate structural distance between two pages:
Common paths distance, Common path shingles distance and Common tag sequence shingles
distance.

Using the first one, the distance is then measured as a size of intersection of sets S1

and S2 containing all paths from trees T1 and T2 respectively. The second method improves
precision of the first one. It considers splitting paths to a smaller pieces, called path shingles.
The advantage of this approach is that the first algorithm would detect two paths non-equal
even with one node differentiating whereas this algorithm would only evaluate the particular
shingle as non-equal and the rest would be included in the intersection. The third method
solves the computational complexity of comparing two sequences of tags each representing
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the entire web page. Instead, the sequences are again split into shingles and shingles are
then compared to each other with much less demand on computing power.

2.2.3 Template Detection Algorithms as Clustering Metrics

When inspecting template detection algorithms, one prevailing feature emerges. It has been
said in the previous text that the same methods that can identify common parts on the
web pages can be used to determine how similar two web pages i and j are. In fact, these
algorithms meet all the conditions that distance metrics for clustering algorithms have to
meet:

d(i, j) ≥ 0 (2.1)
d(i, i) = 0 (2.2)
d(i, j) = d(j, i) (2.3)
d(i, j) ≤ d(i, h) + d(h, j) (2.4)

That effectively means it is possible to write a clustering algorithm that would group
together web pages for further processing that are based on the same template. From all
the algorithms listed above, the traditional tree-mapping algorithms might seem to be the
best option for this task, as they tend to be as precise as possible in practical application.
However as Gottron demonstrated in [14], the tree path method is comparably precise
while being much more efficient, even in the most simple variant. That’s why it’s the best
candidate for utilization in this thesis.

3 Motivation and Goals of the Thesis

Various methods for preparing web pages for data mining procedures have been intro-
duced in the previous chapter. These methods approach the problem of web page prepro-
cessing from several completely different directions, focusing on different problems which
can be encountered during different data mining tasks.

In the initial phases of the research it became clear that the concept of page segments
being atomic carriers of information on the Web is becoming increasingly important. How-
ever, while there has been some effort in the area of web page segmentation, the vision-based
page segmentation has not progressed much further since its discovery. Some algorithms
were created, but most of them are built on top of the VIPS algorithm. Many of them
propose just some heuristics to improve its results, but the fundamental design remains the
same. The research in this area has been stagnant most likely because of large time com-
plexity of visual segmentation. Especially in the area of the Web, the time complexity is
very important considering the need for algorithm application on a large scale. The problem
is that this time complexity is not balanced out by equally significant gain in accuracy.

As a consequence of lack of development in recent years, vision-based page segmentation
algorithms often don’t fully take modern technologies like HTML5 and CSS3 into account.
These technologies make the web pages more dynamic and, when rendered, often very
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different from the DOM tree. This thesis focuses on solving both mentioned areas. Its goal
is to design a new vision-based segmentation method, which:

1. Will consider new technologies used in the process of development of web pages

2. Will be optimized from the perspective of time complexity

The task of designing a new vision-based segmentation method can be divided into four
parts, each one being an important partial goal that needs to be fulfilled in order to consider
the design acceptable.

1. Formal specification of the problem

2. Design of new segmentation method and its formal specification

3. Design of data structures and algorithm optimization with focus on time complexity

4. Experimental evaluation of the new method’s properties

4 Web Site Processing Using Clustering Techniques

In this thesis, the segmentation is expected to be only the first step in the web page
preprocessing. In other words, some subsequent treatment (e.g. classification) is expected
to take place in order to finish the process pages go through.
Single-page segmentation: this is very generic use case. It covers virtually any scenario
where segmentation can be used. In context of this thesis it is rather marginal but it
is included to demonstrate the quality of the segmentation core that is described in this
thesis. URL address of the page that is to be segmented is the only input in this use case.
The scenario is very simple:

1. A web page and all linked resources are fetched from the Internet

2. The code of downloaded resources is transformed to a corresponding DOM tree

3. The DOM tree is transformed to a structured representation of rendered page

4. Segmentation is performed on the structured representation of rendered page

5. A set of visual areas is presented on the output of the segmentation algorithm that
can be used for further processing

Multi-page segmentation: this is an extension of the previous use case. This one is
based on an assumption that in practical applications (e.g. automated environment) users
will often want to extract information from more than just one web page. While the actual
implementation may differ, the proof of concept designed in this thesis is just a simple
breadth-first crawler mechanism. The use case can be described as follows:

1. A segmentation of one page is performed as described above
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2. All hyperlinks are extracted from the DOM tree of the page and put at the end of a
to-be-inspected queue

3. If there is a limit of the number of pages to inspect and it is reached, the algorithm
ends

4. The first URL from the queue is taken and if it has not been inspected before, the
segmentation starts from point 1.

4.1 High level design

By its design, the system is intuitively adapted to the two use cases described above. Graph-
ical representation of the entire system is displayed in figure 4.1. The diagram shows high
level view of the individual components and the data as they flow between them. The com-
ponents with doubled side lines are the key parts of the system that will be closely described
in the following chapters.

Figure 4.1: Architecture of the proposed segmentation system

Now a few facts about the rest of the components in their simplest design: URL selector
uses just a simple queue initiated with the URL specified by user. The selector always selects
the first URL in the queue. URL fetcher and DOM parser respectively produce HTML and
DOM tree of the web page. CSSBox is a rendering engine used as black box. Any other
rendering engine can be used as long as it provides access to the required data structures.
Any external database can be used for Template Storage.
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5 Box Clustering Segmentation

The Box Clustering Segmentation (BCS) is the only component that influences precision
of the result and it has great effect on the performance as well. BCS is designed to be a pure
vision-based method designed to give flat hierarchy of results. The algorithm takes rendering
tree produced by CSSBox as an input. This rendering tree contains all the information about
visual features of the web page but it also contains all the information that was stored in
the original DOM tree. BCS can be decomposed into these steps:

1. Box extraction identifies the smallest visual elements on the page.

2. Distance calculation between individual elements using criteria described in section
5.4.

3. Graph creation is the initial iteration of the clustering algorithm.

4. Clustering the boxes iteratively into segments.

A set of clusters (i.e. segments) and boxes that didn’t fit to any cluster are returned as
output. Note that in further text, the distance metrics is also called dissimilarity, as the
distance between two elements on the web page is determined by their visual dissimilarity.
After the dissimilarity is calculated, it is used to create and then iteratively extend clusters.

5.1 Extracting boxes

The box extraction is the first step of the Box Clustering Segmentation. Even though it
can be perceived just as a preprocessing, it is an important part of the BCS algorithm, as
it influences both precision and performance.

The box extraction algorithm traverses the rendering tree and selects boxes that should
be used for further processing. In the following text, the designation box will be used for
simplified data structures describing the atomic units of the content. Each box contains
just minimal amount of information:

Definition 1 (Box structure) Let the box m be defined as 7-tuple m = (left, right,
top, bottom,width, height, color) where left, right, top and bottom are integer values that
represent positions of the respective edges of the box; width = right−left; height = bottom−
top and color is a composite value representing mean color of the box.

The boxes are extracted from the rendering tree using a recursive algorithm performing
a pre-order traversal of the rendering tree. The general idea is to consider the nodes of the
tree that are actually visually accessible in the page, i.e. the user looking at the page can
see them. This refers to the fact that many tricks are used on modern web pages to achieve
the intended layout and some boxes on the web page might not actually be visible. Most
of the visible content consists of the leaf nodes in the rendering tree but various exceptions
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are considered as well, such as subtrees with no branches where another node can represent
the content.

The output of the box extraction algorithm after the filtering step can be described as
a set of boxes where no two boxes overlap. Unless specified otherwise, the rest of chapter 5
assumes that boxes that are being worked with are non-overlapping.

5.1.1 Box color

While other values are straightforward to get, the box color has to be calculated during
the extraction process. The goal is to find that color of each box that is the most visually
significant in it. There are three types of boxes from the perspective of what they represent:
lines of text, images and other content (for example boxes with no content, their purpose
being only visual on the web page).

Boxes with no content have the most simple color representation, as their background
color is picked (or the background color of their parent in the rendering tree if they are
transparent). For every image the average color is calculated. All the pixels in the image
are iterated over and the mean values of the red, blue and green components put together the
average value. For text, the situation is much more complex. The representative color of the
text box takes properties such as background color, font weight, slant and text decorations
into account.

5.2 Connecting the boxes

The previous step produces a set of boxes which are atomic elements of visual content of
the web page. The goal of connection-creating algorithm is to iterate over this set and for
each box to identify other boxes that will be preferentially evaluated for clustering with that
box.

This part of the segmentation process is crucial for performance of the entire algorithm,
as the number of connections between boxes strongly influences the computational time of
the clustering step. A naive approach would be to create a connection between every two
boxes. However, with thousands of boxes being on a web page (which is not uncommon),
the size of the box set increases so much it raises time and space demands of the algorithm
beyond practical usability. It is therefore desirable to optimize the number of connections
as much as possible.

The chosen optimization of the connection-creating algorithm is to connect only boxes
that are a) adjoined and b) semi-aligned. There are two reasons why this representation
was chosen:

• It’s easier to extract directly adjoined boxes during subsequent processing.

• Experimental observation showed that visually related boxes are always organized like
this

Figure 5.1 graphically depicts semi-alignment of boxes. The dark blue box is being
inspected, the light blue boxes are semi-aligned with it while the red boxes are not.

5.3 Composite Dissimilarity Model

A proper model for evaluating the dissimilarity between the elements on the web page, that
will be described more closely in this section, is one of the main pillars of any segmentation
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Figure 5.1: Boxes that are selected to be connected

algorithm. There are two types of entities featuring in the dissimilarity model – boxes and
their clusters. The relation between these two types is denoted in figure 5.2.

Cluster Page area

Box
Page area

Box
Page area

Box
Page area

Box
Page area

Box
Page area

a) A small part of a web page b) corresponding page area hierarchy

Figure 5.2: Hierarchy of visual areas representing boxes and their clusters

The model is called composite because it contains two main dissimilarity components,
based on the type of entities between which the dissimilarity value is calculated. The first
compound, called base dissimilarity, is based on visual features of individual boxes and is
therefore defined only between two boxes. On the other hand, the second one, called cluster
dissimilarity, is used to express the dissimilarity when at least one of the two entities is a
cluster.

Generally, the value of dissimilarity and/or its compounds is floating-point number in
the range of < 0, 1 > with straight proportionality semantics, i.e. the higher the value gets,
the higher the dissimilarity is.
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5.4 Base Dissimilarity

Base dissimilarity can be theoretically calculated between any two boxes on a web page.
But to follow the optimization rule established in section 5.2, it is calculated only between
those pairs of boxes that are connected.

The model of base dissimilarity can be also perceived as a composite one but from a
different perspective. It does not combine multiple measurement methods but it is essentially
an average value of relative distance between two boxes, their shape dissimilarity and the
dissimilarity of their colors.

There are three reasons why only three visual aspects of boxes are used: 1) all the
three aspects are defined for all the boxes on every web page that exists, 2) it makes the
dissimilarity model simple and efficient and 3) simple dissimilarity model enables fine-tuning
of the clustering step significantly. Furthermore, having just this simple model opens door
to subsequent research that can quickly increase the Box Clustering Segmentation precision
further.

5.4.1 Relative Distance

The distance measurement is based on relative distances between adjacent boxes. To cal-
culate relative distance, it is first necessary to know absolute distances. This starts with
identifying a direct neighborhood of each box – the boxes that are the closest to the inspected
box in each respective direction in terms of absolute distance. The way how the absolute
distances are computed is graphically expressed in figure 5.3.

X

A
B

(0,0) x

y

abs(A,X)

abs(B,X)

Figure 5.3: Absolute distance measurement between boxes

Using the direct neighborhoods and absolute distances, it is possible to calculate the
relative distance, denoted distance():

Definition 2 (Relative distance) Let B be a set of all boxes on a web page and Nm be
a set of boxes in direct neigborhood of box m ∈ B. Furthermore, let maxd(m) be maximal
absolute distance between m and Nm. The relative distance between m and each n ∈ Nm is:

distance(m,n) =

abs(m,n)

maxd(m)
+

abs(m,n)

maxd(n)

2
(5.1)
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5.4.2 Shape

The premise here is that two adjacent boxes that have similar shape are more likely to
belong to the same cluster than two boxes with completely different shapes. The most
common case where the shape dissimilarity plays significant role are menu items, especially
in vertical menus. Another very common situation is demonstrated by a simple paragraph
of text where each line creates a separate box and all such boxes have very similar shape.

Shape dissimilarity is an average value of aspect ratio dissimilarity and size dissimilarity.
Correspondence to semantics of other base dissimilarity elements is the factor driving how
are both parts of shape dissimilarity calculated. In the following equations, ratio() and
size() are the respective functions for aspect ratio and size components of shape dissimilar-
ity:

rm =
m.width

m.height
(5.2)

rn =
n.width

n.height
(5.3)

sm = m.width ∗m.height (5.4)
sn = n.width ∗ n.height (5.5)

ratio(m,n) =
max{rm, rn} −min{rm, rn}

max{rm, rn}2 − 1

max{rm, rn}

(5.6)

size(m,n) = 1− min{sm, sn}
max{sm, sn}

(5.7)

5.4.3 Color

Color comparison is again an obvious one. Boxes with the same color are likely to belong
to the same cluster than boxes with completely different colors. Color dissimilarity of two
boxes is based on color distance calculation.

Lab and LCH based color distances were evaluated for their potential utilization in the
BCS algorithm. However an observation was made during the experiments that simple
euclidean RGB -based difference offers much better results. The most likely cause for this
observation is that on most web pages, hue is used much more often than chroma to visually
distinguish components on the web page that belong to different semantic blocks of the web
page (e.g. navigation vs. article heading). Because the results of the color distance have
to match all the other components of the box comparison, a linear normalization of the
Euclidean distance to a target range of < 0, 1 > is performed.

5.4.4 Alignment

Alignment is not strictly one of the components of the dissimilarity model, as it is not a visual
aspect of either the boxes or their dissimilarity. It is however used as adjusting value that is
applied as the last step of dissimilarity calculation. Alignment is represented by an integer
value that specifies how many boxes are aligned with the two that are being inspected. Two
boxes are aligned when either their top or left edges have the same coordinate. Obviously for
the alignment to be higher than one, the two inspected boxes need to be aligned themselves.
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5.5 Cluster Dissimilarity

Cluster Dissimilarity is used only during the clustering step of the algorithm. It is different
from the base dissimilarity because clusters can’t inherit features of the boxes they contain.
The only option how to do that reliably would be to determine how exactly individual
boxes contribute to the appearance of the entire cluster. However this task would be too
time consuming for the algorithm to be practically usable.

Cluster dissimilarity model is demonstrated in figure 5.4. The model derives direct
neighborhood of each cluster from direct neighborhoods of all the boxes contained in that
cluster. Informally, it is possible to say that direct neighborhood of a cluster includes boxes
that are in direct neighborhood of any of the boxes within that cluster and all clusters
containing at least one box that is in direct neighborhood of any box within that cluster.

For dissimilarity, the situation is similar – the value of dissimilarity between a cluster
and any entity in its direct neighborhood represents the mean value of dissimilarities be-
tween that entity and all the boxes contained in the cluster. In figure 5.4, the box-cluster
connection X represents connections A, B and C when cluster c is created. The dissimilarity
assigned to X therefore is calculated from their respective dissimilarities.

Figure 5.4: Demonstration of cluster dissimilarity model

5.6 Box Clustering

The clustering algorithm implements bottom-up hierarchical clustering where the depth of
the hierarchy is limited to two levels – clusters at the top level and boxes at the bottom
level. The goal of the algorithm is to find such a set of clusters that will minimize the set of
unclustered boxes. The algorithm is iterative, exactly one new cluster is created by merging
two existing entities in every iteration. Several steps take place for that to happen:

Selection of the most similar pair of entities

Selection of the most similar pair of entities is straightforward, as all the information required
in directly stored in the graph of entities.

Stopping the clustering algorithm is also a part of this step. The algorithm is stopped
when there are no pairs of entities that can be merged – the list of pair is either empty or
no pair has a dissimilarity lower than Clustering Threshold, designated also as CT . The
CT is a numeric value that can assume values between 0 and 1. Its purpose corresponds
to that of Permitted Degree of Coherence (PDoC) used in VIPS algorithm[9]. It has to be
set in advance and it stays the same for the entire page. Picking the right value of CT is
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a difficult task, as it is application and page specific. For that reason, selecting the right
value of CT is out of scope of this thesis, much like selecting PDoC is out of scope of the
VIPS algorithm.

Mergeability testing

Mergeability testing is important especially in later iterations of the clustering algorithm.
The idea of this testing is to prevent merging clusters that should not be merged because of
their visual inconsistencies. These inconsistencies are based on the shape of clusters, their
density and their disjunction. The merge test of two entities contains the following set of
conditions.

• If the two entities are side-by-side columns and one is more than twice as big as the
other, forbid the merge

• If the two entities are rows one below another and one is more than twice as big as
the other, forbid the merge

• If the shapes of the two entities differ and cluster created by their merge overlaps with
other entities, forbid the merge

• Otherwise allow the merge

Overlap testing and cluster extending

At this stage of the process, the newly formed cluster is only temporary and its viability
needs to be tested before it is included in the set of clusters.

The point of viability testing is to adjust clusters so they don’t overlap with other
clusters and/or boxes that are not part of the cluster. If the candidate cluster cannot be
adjusted to match the conditions, its creation is prevented and the clustering algorithm
continues by starting another iteration (selection of the most similar pair of entities, . . . ).
The testing/extending process is iterative – in each iteration, unclustered boxes overlapping
with the temporary cluster are included in the new cluster minimal bounding box is verified
not to overlap with previously non-overlapping standalone boxes or clusters. If that happens,
the creation of the new cluster is stopped.

If the viability of the cluster is verified, it is included in the set of clusters that were
detected.

6 Template clustering

This chapter will focus on the rest of the non-trivial components that were not covered in
previous chapters. In figure 4.1, these are designated Template storage, Template comparator
and Node mapping.

In multi-page segmentation scenario, the standard approach is to segment every web
page separately before sending it to further processing. For some large servers like world-
wide news servers, this means performing the segmentation task hundreds of thousands of
times. It is obvious that this approach does not scale well and the time required to process
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even mid-sized web sites is unacceptably long. The template clustering algorithm is designed
specifically to address this scaling issue.

To avoid confusion created by combination of box clustering and template clustering,
the clusters as defined in the previous chapter will be referred to as visual areas in this
chapter. The reason for introducing this alias is to clearly distinguish between clusters of
boxes and clusters of web pages.

6.1 Template clustering overview

The general idea of the template clustering can be presented as follows. When processing
more pages within the same site, it is possible to indirectly increase the performance of
segmentation by actually performing it only on a limited number of pages and transform
these pages so that they can represent their respective template-based clusters. When,
in one of the following iterations of the multi-page segmentation scenario, the inspected
page is matched to an existing cluster, an isomorphic mapping between the page and the
structure representing the corresponding cluster can be used to get the results of page
segmentation without performing it. The time optimization achieved by this approach is in
direct correlation with the number of web pages processed.

6.2 Template storage and selection

Time optimization often implies higher space requirements. However, due to the nature
of the data, a stream clustering algorithm is required and the footprint of the Template
storage is therefore rather small – only one rather simple data structure per cluster. These
data structures will be further called Cluster Representatives and each one consists of three
parts:

• Template represented by lightweight version of DOM tree

• Set of the visual areas that are returned by the Box Clustering Segmentation algorithm

• Mapping between elements of the previous two. This can also be obtained by reading
data produced by the Box Clustering Segmentation.

The goal of Template comparator is to determine if the Template storage contains any
record of previously segmented web page that the incoming one resembles. If yes, the record
is used for further processing and the segmentation process is skipped. In its simplest design,
the Template comparator selects all the Cluster representatives for the site that the input
page belongs to and tests its resemblance to the representatives one-by-one. Since the
number of Cluster representatives for each site is relatively small (see section 7.1), this
approach scales sufficiently.

The resemblance is tested using slightly modified version of Gottron’s Common Paths
Distance algorithm. The Template comparator looks for the best match among the tem-
plates that share at least 70% of tree paths with the inspected page. If no such match is
found, the inspected page is considered to be using a new template and the corresponding
Cluster Representative is created.
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6.3 DOM Tree Mapping

The purpose of Node mapping is to assign the right nodes of the input DOM tree Din to
the right visual areas of the Cluster Representative. To do that, it is necessary to find an
isomorphic mapping betweenDin and the simplified DOM tree of the Cluster Representative
Dr. However, considering the required purpose, it is possible to significantly simplify the
tree-mapping problem.

The most important simplification is that for purposes of locating the right content
within the input DOM tree, the algorithm does not have to perform full node-to-node
mapping. Instead, it is sufficient to just locate a subtree rooted at a specific node. The
assumption is that once the root is found, all descendant nodes correspond in both trees. To
verify this assumption, the mapping algorithm performs a validation of the found root node
by calculating the same modified version of Gottron’s Common Paths Distance algorithm
that is used in Template comparator.

When looking for the root node of a subtree, there is one key feature of DOM trees
that is utilized and that is the fact that order matters in DOM trees. Therefore it’s safe
to consider that DOM node of Din and a corresponding DOM node of Dr will be on the
same position within their siblings, at least in those parts of DOM tree that are considered
a template. The same applies for the parent of such node and the same applies recursively
up to the root node of a DOM tree. We can therefore use path of positions – a string of
numbers that describes the path from root to the searched node – to identify a node within
DOM tree.

Extending the path of positions with error detection mechanims, we get a path of dis-
tinguished positions. Such a path contains not only positions of nodes among their siblings
but it also contains a combination of attributes/labels that describe each node in the path
as unambiguously as possible. In this thesis a combination of the DOM node label together
with id attribute (if the element has one) and the number of nodes on the level of the node
(i.e. the number of siblings including the node itself) is used to identify each node in the
path. The reason is that all these attributes are either universally available or at least quite
common in most DOM trees.

7 Evaluation

This chapter will summarize and evaluate various aspects of the proposed segmentation
algorithm and it will compare it with the VIPS algorithm which is still the most widely
used segmentation algorithm. Both the quality of results and the performance boost will be
evaluated here. The implementation of VIPS used here was written as master’s thesis by
Tomáš Popela [29] and it was designed specifically for the purpose of this comparison. That
implies two things: it was written in Java and it uses CSSBox as the rendering core. That
way it’s possible to make a safe comparison – otherwise the results would be influenced by
both runtime environment and different results provided by the rendering core. The VIPS
implementation is in compliance with the algorithm as described in [9].
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7.1 Template Count

One of the key points of the template clustering described in chapter 6 is to make the
algorithm as scalable as possible. However the entire concept is based on the assumption
that the number of templates on one web site is very small compared to the total number
of pages generated using these templates. Another important assumption was that at a
certain point the number of templates does not grow any more and in general it grows only
very slowly in comparison with the number of pages inspected.

Figure 7.1 graphically demonstrates the growth of template count with raising number
of inspected pages within a single site. It confirms that the number of templates discovered
on a single site converges fast to a relatively small number.
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Figure 7.1: The dependency of cluster count on page count

7.2 Evaluation of the BCS

BCS is direct competitor of VIPS, it will be therefore evaluated against it. For the evalua-
tion, a dataset of 2400 annotated web pages of three different types was created: Complex
index pages, Articles and Simple web pages. The annotation was semi-automatic – some
pages were annotated manually and the results were then mapped to the rest of the pages.
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7.2.1 Performance

Table 7.1 demonstrates the first part of the algorithm evaluation – the run times of both
algorithms. As explained above, multiple web page types are represented in the table. As
the table 7.1 demonstrates, the BCS algorithm is superior to VIPS in terms of time necessary
to process a web page. This difference gets bigger with decreasing complexity of evaluated
web page.

page VIPS time BCS time
businessinsider.com (article) 522ms 20ms

idnes.cz (index) 1079ms 39ms
idnes.cz (article) 723ms 53ms
novinky.cz (index) 28126ms 699ms
novinky.cz (article) 390ms 18ms
reuters.com (index) 475ms 15ms
reuters.com (article) 442ms 37ms
yahoo news (article) 342ms 21ms

Table 7.1: Algorithm run time comparison

7.2.2 Accuracy and stability

Evaluating the accuracy is more complex. In statistical analysis in general, F-score is a
common way how to evaluate accuracy. At the same time, as this thesis proposes, the
page segmentation task, regardless of how it’s performed, is basically a clustering task. In
data clustering, Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) [16] is used to measure similarity between
two clusterings (evaluated and reference segmentation). Due to the lack of existence of
commonly accepted reliable method for segmentation accuracy evaluation, both the F-score
and ARI are being used in this evaluation.

Table 7.2 shows F-score and ARI comparison of BCS and VIPS. For each comparison,
the best respective values of both algorithms were chosen. The F-score value is a real number
between 0 and 1, where higher values are better. ARI score is between -1 and 1, higher
values are better.

page BCS ARI VIPS ARI BCS F VIPS F
businessinsider.com (a) 0,5704 0,7010 0,6345 0,7394

idnes.cz (article) 0,6629 0,7240 0,5570 0,5720
idnes.cz (index) 0,5954 0,7926 0,5522 0,7259

novinky.cz (article) 0,7670 0,7877 0,6446 0,7191
novinky.cz (index) 0,5303 0,9121 0,4265 0,9043
reuters.com (article) 0,6123 0,6786 0,5914 0,6943
reuters.com (index) 0,5832 0,8160 0,5145 0,7569
yahoo news (article) 0,7556 0,5626 0,7102 0,5446

Table 7.2: Algorithm accuracy comparison using the ARI and F-score metrics

The results show that the accuracy of VIPS is slightly better, especially when processing
structured pages. The reason is that BCS is too aggressive when creating clusters, thus
effectively overlooking the structure. VIPS on the other hand does much better job in
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finding repeating patterns in the web page. When processing pages with less structure, the
accuracy of BCS and VIPS is comparable, in some cases BCS is even better than VIPS.

Stability of both algorithms was calculated using the same data that was used to populate
table 7.2. The algorithm is stable if the quality of its results is stable across different web
pages. The stability was calculated for each page type in each web site (i.e. different pages
with the same template but different content in that template).

Both algorithms are comparable in terms of stability. In some cases the stability of BCS
is almost three times better than that of VIPS, in others, it’s exactly the opposite. Not
looking at the degree of superiority, the stability of BCS is better in 62.5% of measurements.

7.3 Evaluation of BCS with template clustering

The comparison is between the algorithm combining both Box Clustering Segmentation and
template clustering and the plain VIPS algorithm. The test consisted of running segmenta-
tion on 500 web pages and calculating total time it took to perform the segmentation. The
results in table 7.3 clearly say that in the use case of multi page segmentation, the proposed
method is on average more than 80 percent more efficient than plain VIPS.

site VIPS BCS + template clustering savings
businessinsider.com 1 538 298ms 33 741ms 97,81%
idnes.cz 1 173 891ms 262 486ms 77,64%
novinky.cz 350 613ms 21 791ms 93,78%
reuters.com 882 502ms 38 752ms 95,61%
yahoo news 1 307 889ms 40 955ms 96,87%

Table 7.3: Performance of the proposed algorithm

8 Conclusion

The proposed method can be used in real life applications as a preprocessor of the content
on the World Wide Web. Obviously the method offers the greatest potential when used in
unsupervised high volume preprocessing. In this context, it means processing thousands of
web pages as a stream of data. In these volumes, even a small relative performance boost
is significant in absolute numbers. The significance of performance boost this thesis offers
is even higher. Even when web pages are not processed in such high volumes, the boost is
considerable.

As for precision of the Box Clustering Segmentation algorithm, this thesis demonstrates
that the results are comparable to the most commonly used existing method –VIPS. In
some cases the precision of BCS algorithm is even better while its stability is slightly better
in general.

Some issues of the proposed method remain when segmenting large and complex web
pages. Considering the targeted use case, their impact can be perceived as marginal, as the
complex web pages usually serve as guide posts, with minimal amount of useful content. If
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the significance of such pages was higher, there are techniques how to enhance the proposed
method to overcome this problem.

8.1 Summary of Contributions

The proposed method presents a completely fresh perspective on the web page segmentation
task. The main contributions contained in this thesis include:

1. Performance superiority: the segmentation method proposed in this thesis performs
better on every level when compared to current algorithms. The combination of these
individual levels multiplies the performance benefit.

2. Quality of result: while the overall quality of results is comparable, there are some
aspects that make Box Clustering Segmentation better than the rest. Using the flat
model for results is much more convenient for consumers of these results, as no further
post-processing is required. Better handling of some web pages is also one of the
significant contributions this thesis makes.

3. Pure vision-based method: even though previous methods claimed to be vision based,
this is, to the best knowledge of the author, the first method that is really based
purely on visual cues. This contribution is most significant on highly dynamic web
pages where other cues, such as DOM tree features, might be highly misleading.

4. Re-usability: the fact that the Box Clustering Segmentation segmentation algorithm
is not tightly bound to the DOM model implies that it can be used for other document
types, if there is a convenient parser that provides the right input to the segmentation
algorithm.

5. Boost of segmentation methods in general: the template clustering approach not being
tightly bound to the Box Clustering Segmentation presents a way how to significantly
improve the performance of all vision-based segmentation algorithms in the field.

Aside from these main contributions, this thesis offers some that are more general but
almost equally important.

1. Practical application: we rarely want to segment just one page and never visit it again.
While the existing methods focus on this only task, this thesis provides more complex
view of the segmentation problem. When considering the big picture (i.e. how is the
algorithm likely to be used), the design of the methods shifts to address the specific
needs of targeted use cases.

2. New research areas: this thesis proofs that clustering techniques can be successfully
used at different levels of the web page preprocessing. While there was some existing
work in the area before, the author is not aware of any comprehensive research on
this topic. The research provided in this thesis can serve as a base for future scientific
work in this area.

3. Connection of two different research areas: to author’s best knowledge, this thesis is
the first one that combines web page segmentation with template detection to get the
benefits of both while minimizing their drawbacks.
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Finally, one of the contributions of this thesis is a working implementation of both
techniques described in this thesis. The architecture of this implementation allows simple
utilization of each part separately.
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